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A technique for placing infants in the lithotomy position using towel rolls

Sir,

I read with interest the article by Tan et al. [1]; putting patients in the lithotomy position has always been a subject of concern [2–4]. The idea of using silicon headrests for this position is interesting, but when the ankle is fixed as described by authors, it (together with the hip joint) will act as a fulcrum, on which the knees will swing from side to side. This instability will be clumsy during operative procedures.

Putting an infant in the lithotomy position is not difficult if the basic anatomical differences between the hip joint of infants and adults is appreciated. In infants the acetabular cup is shallower than that of adults. The head of the femur is also larger and nearly a third of it lies outside the acetabulum [5]. Moreover, the ligamentum teres is longer in infants. All these factors together allow a greater range of mobility of the infant hip joint. The flexed hip of infants can be abducted to 90° so that both the knees can simultaneously touch the couch, a movement impossible in adults. Urologists wishing to place an infant in the lithotomy position should use this anatomical advantage. Using this principle, I suggest the following technique, which I have used for the past 8 years.

The perineum of the infant is brought to the edge of the operation table. Both hip joints are symmetrically flexed, abducted and externally rotated. A towel roll of appropriate size is placed, one on either side, below the flexed knees (Fig. 1a,b). The towel rolls are kept lateral to the hip joints but medial to the ankle joints, supporting the knees. The infant is secured in this position using adhesive tapes. This gives unhindered access to the perineum and abdomen.

I have used this technique in several hundred children since 1997, for cystoscopy, urethroplasty, bladder surgery and anorectal operations. This technique is applicable to children aged <3 years. I have operated for up to 8 h with the patient in this posture, with no adverse consequences. As the towel rolls are soft, pressure effects and neuropraxia are unlikely. Radiolucent cloth rolls permit on-table radiography. As the size of towel rolls can be customized, and as they are universally available, they are a better option than silicon headrests for placing infants in the lithotomy position.

VENKATAKALAM RAVEENTHIRAN,
Division of Pediatric Surgery, Rajah Muthiah Medical College, Annamalai University, Tamilnadu, India
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FIG. 1. A, The lithotomy position using towel rolls, and B, the same child in lateral view.
concluded from their experiences that it would be reasonable to omit bone scans in patients with recurrent prostate cancer after RP when their PSA was <2 ng/mL. Cher et al. [5] showed that the probability of a positive bone scan was <5% until the PSA increased to 40–45 ng/mL, while Jhaveri and Klein [6] concluded that bone scans in patients with a PSA recurrence after RP have limited usefulness until the PSA is >30 ng/mL. The sensitivity of serum PSA for predicting bone metastases may also be affected by adjuvant hormonal therapy after RP. In a study by Koizumi et al. [7] two of the six patients on hormones had developed bone metastases although their PSA levels were low.

Gomez et al. suggest a PSA threshold of 7 ng/mL, but their study is flawed; they included patients being staged before possible salvage therapy, and those with symptoms suggestive of metastatic disease, but these two groups might more usefully be considered separately. The inclusion of one symptomatic patient with a high PSA value (100 ng/mL) and positive bone scan is likely to have skewed the mean value of PSA in patients with a positive scan. In addition, the study group was highly selected; although 153 patients had a biochemical recurrence, only 35 of them had a bone scan. The reasons for not scanning the other 118 were not explained. Finally, three of the group of 35 patients were excluded, but their results seem to have been included in the analysis, which again may have influenced the final PSA threshold.

At present, bone scintigraphy is still the standard for detecting bone metastases, but is likely to be negative in patients with a low PSA level after surgery. However, in our view the published data do not clearly define a PSA threshold below which bone imaging should not be used; this could only be achieved by a large prospective study. In addition, evidence is accumulating that adjuvant radiotherapy after RP is only effective at low PSA levels, but in this situation spread to bone is usually by micrometastases which are not reliably identified by any of the current imaging techniques. In the future, bone-specific biochemical markers may be a better way of detecting prostate cancer recurrence in these patients.
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PROSTATE SIZE INFLUENCES THE OUTCOME AFTER PRESENTING WITH ACUTE URINARY RETENTION

Sir,
I am concerned that the article by McNeil et al. [1] made no reference to an identical study from our unit which was published in the BJU Int only 4 years ago, and which reached exactly the same conclusion [2]. Perhaps this was an oversight. The lapse is unfortunate, particularly as Mr McNeil criticised our study for using the DRE as a means of assessing prostate size. His precise comment at that time read: ‘I do not think conclusions can be drawn about how prostate size may influence the outcome after AUR until a study is conducted using a reliable method for accurately assessing prostate size’ [3]. I note that prostate size in his present study was based on a DRE ‘by the admitting urologist’. There is no mention of grade of trainee or how many individuals conducted the examinations, in contrast to our (uncited) study in which the DRE was by the experienced finger of one consultant urological surgeon. Has Mr McNeil had a change of heart as well as a memory lapse?

PAUL P. IRWIN,
Consultant Urological Surgeon, Michael Heel
Department of Urology, Leighton Hospital,
Crewe, UK
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PRENATALLY DIAGNOSED UNILATERAL RENAL PELVIC DILATATION: A DYNAMIC CONDITION OF ULTRASOUND AND DIURETIC RENOGRAPHY

Sir,
These authors [1] highlighted that their study was not randomized and therefore have been guarded in their conclusions, and recognize the retrospective nature of their work. However, the conclusion that the data support the benign nature of prenatal unilateral hydronephrosis needs to be challenged; the conclusion is true for a portion of cases, but not all.

There is no doubt that in most cases of prenatal pelvic dilatation it will resolve, but not all pelvi-ureteric obstruction has the same cause and not all kidneys have a benign course. Some patients have infection, stone formation and loss of function, and
identifying the features of those likely to have subsequent adverse events should be the focus, rather than consider that all patients and kidneys are the same.

Aspects of the Great Ormond Street study [1] that are a problem, and not well considered in the article on hydronephrosis include: (i) Failure to consider that nephrons can be lost with no change in the differential function, which would make conservatively managed kidneys look better than they may be. (ii) Conservatively managed kidneys were less obstructed and better functioning that those surgically treated. (iii) As the study was retrospective, some patients treated by surgery may have been over-treated. (iv) There is no recording of the operative findings that would allow for validation of the decision to proceed to surgery. (v) The follow-up in the study is very short, too short to realistically assess the impact of the decision on prognosis. (vi) There is no mention of the clinical history of pain, infection, stone formation; if these were present then surgery would be more appropriate. (vii) A tense formation; if these were present then surgery may have been over-treated. (v) The follow-up in the study did not show the obstruction (the presence of the egg-shell sign in obstructive uropathy. Urology 2002; 58: 28–9). There is no recording of the operative findings that would allow for validation of the decision to proceed to surgery.
A COMPARISON OF LYCOPENE AND ORCHIDECTOMY VS ORCHIDECTOMY ALONE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF ADVANCED PROSTATE CANCER

Sir,
A previous issue of *BJU Int* [1] included a report of a remarkable response by metastatic prostate cancer to low-dose lycopene in addition to orchidectomy. Unfortunately, the Kaplan-Meier curve in the article obviously did not correspond with the reported results, as it showed shorter survival for the orchidectomy + lycopene group (O+L) than the orchidectomy-alone (O) group, and many more deaths in total than had occurred in the study. In response to my letter to the Editor [2], a new legend, identifying the former O+L curve as the O curve and vice versa, was published as an erratum in the same issue. A reply by the authors appeared in September 2004 [3], in which they say that they have reviewed their data, reaching the same results, but do not comment on the question about the number of deaths in the study.

The remaining comment is, therefore; in the Results it is stated that 12 of 27 patients in the O group and seven of 27 in the O+L group died during 24–28 months of follow-up, i.e. survivals of 56% and 74% at the end of the study. The Kaplan-Meier curves show survival at 27 months of ≈20% in both groups. As the reported results will affect prostate cancer treatment profoundly if repeated by other researchers, I would very much appreciate a reply from the authors on this specific inconsistency.

OLA BRATT, UROLOGIST,
Lund University Hospital, Sweden

---


THE DIFFICULT URETHRAL CATHETERIZATION: USE OF A HYDROPHILIC GUIDE WIRE

Sir,
With regard to this report [1], the concept of using hydrophilic guidewires and/or ureteric dilators is not new. Blitz [2] proposed a technique where a urethral catheter was loaded over a hydrophilic guidewire with the aid of an intravenous catheter. Dewan et al. [3] presented their experience with dilatation of urethral strictures using a guidewire and sheath dilator technique in paediatric patients. Zammit and German [1] presented their interesting experience with the use of a hydrophilic guidewire, a 16 F urethral catheter and/or 6–12 F semirigid ureteric dilators. In a recent study (unpublished data) we successfully used a combination of both a straight flexi-tip 0.09 mm hydrophilic guidewire (Terumo Radiofocus Guide Wire M) and a 14/16 F ureteric access sheath (Forte, Applied Medical). Hydrophilic coatings have proved their efficacy and atraumatic characteristics within the ureteric lumen. Based on the existing experience in the ureteric lumen we decided to use the same concept within the larger diameter urethral lumen. The development of larger diameter hydrophilic sheaths may lead to a totally atraumatic 'one step' management of urethral strictures.

ANASTASIOS ATHANASSOPOULOS, EVANGELOS N. LIATSIKOS and GEORGE A. BARBALIAS, Department of Urology, University of Patras, Rion, Greece